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Introduction

Background

Within a matter of weeks, the Coronavirus 
pandemic has changed the world as we 
know it. Across the UK and much of the 
world, people must socially distance and limit 
their time in public. Many retail businesses 
have had to close their doors, leaving them 
with limited opportunities to service and 
engage with their customers. ‘Essential’ 
retailer types that remain open are 
experiencing entirely new behaviours
amongst their customers and are having to 
heavily adapt their operations to prioritise
public health.

With key scientific discoveries yet to be 
made (such as a Covid-19 vaccine, antibody 
testing and knowledge of human risk and 
immunity potential to the virus), nobody 
knows how long this new way of life will 
continue. 

It is possible that, for at least a year, social 
distancing measures will alleviate and tighten 
in waves and that, as a result of new health 
and economic concerns, customers will have 
new needs and methods of interacting with 
businesses. 

To support their customers’ new needs and 
to prioritise public health, modern retailers 
therefore need to find new ways to service 
their customers for the coming 12 months or 
beyond.

About our survey

To assist organisation in understanding and 
supporting their customers during the Covid-
19 pandemic, we at Qudini undertook a 
survey of 2,000+ UK consumers to 
understand; how their interaction behaviours
were changing and how they wanted to 
engage with businesses within this new 
world.

Our questions centered around understanding: 

1. How customers are changing their behavior
with regards to going out in public

2. Which types of businesses are people 
avoiding or still interacting with

3. Which types of businesses customers 
would appreciate remote service from and 
via which channels?

Our survey questioned consumers on their 
opinions across a variety sectors, including 
healthcare, retail, banking, government offices, 
education providers, fitness providers and 
service providers (such as financial 
accountants and utilities providers). 

This report presents our service industry 
findings on how, during Covid-19, Britons are 
interacting with their:

• TV and internet providers, 
• Utility providers, 
• Insurance companies, 
• Financial accountants and tax advisors.
• Workplace IT support services.

Executive summary for service 
providers

While most service providers typically operate 
remotely, our findings suggest a strong 
demand to engage more through remote 
service.

Our survey found:
• An average of 62% of typical customers

want virtual service by phone or video.
• 21% of Millennial, GenZ and GenX

demographics want video service.
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Imogen Wethered | Founder and CEO | Qudini

Qudini offer unique customer experience solutions centered on helping organisations to 
improve their profitability and drive lasting brand relevance by enabling them to a) connect 
customers to their services, b) improve their operations and c) capture game-changing 
insights. 

Their software suite includes market-leading enterprise-grade solutions for: 

About Qudini

• Appointment Scheduling

• Queue Management

• Task Management

• Event Management

Service customers at home with:
• Easy virtual appointments 

• Effortless online event booking

Within the new Covid-19 world, the Qudini solutions can enable organisations to better 
service their customers and employees both online and offline, in order to improve 
relationships while ensuring social distancing and maximum public safety. 

Covid-19 support from Qudini
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Improve workplace employee experience:
• Seamless appointments for HR or IT support

• Queue management within high traffic areas

• Easy to access company events and webinars



The Full Report
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The Coronavirus has substantially impacted how UK 
consumers interact in the world

As we expected, Coronavirus has had a 
substantial impact on the way all UK 
consumers are interacting with the world. 
37% of consumers have fully eliminated non-
essential trips to stores and other public 
places as a result of the Coronavirus 
outbreak, while 43% have heavily reduced 
trips. 13% have to some extent reduced their 
trips, while only 7% have not changed their 
behaviour at all.

Our insights found that both genders are 
behaving almost the same, with women only 
9% more likely to fully eliminate non-
essential trips than men, but both are equally 
as likely to heavily reduce non-essential trips.

Of all demographics surveyed, GenZ
consumers are the least likely to comply with 
social distancing rules during the Coronavirus 
period, with only 26% of GenZ respondents 
admitting to fully eliminating non-essential 
trips to stores and other public places. This is 
50% less than older demographics, with 
Millennial, GenX and Baby Boomer 
respondents all behaving largely similarly, 
with 38% fully eliminating their non-essential 
trips on average. 

Overall, Baby Boomers are the most likely to 
fully eliminate or heavily reduce their non-
essential trips to stores and public places, 
followed by GenX and Millennials. GenZ
consumers are the least likely to eliminate or 
reduce trips to stores.

Interestingly, having also surveyed 2,000+ 
US consumers, overall UK consumers are 
12% more likely to fully eliminate their non-
essential trips to stores and other public 
places. The behaviour of Baby Boomers in 
the two countries is most stark. In the USA, 
Baby Boomers (concerningly) are the least 
likely age group to eliminate their non-
essential trips to stores and other public 
places (at just 22%), whereas in the UK they 
are the most likely age group to do so, 
making them 77% more likely to do so than 
their US peers.

Reduction of non-essential trips:
Overall response

The following Charts show 2,004 UK consumer 
responses to:

Question 1: “Have you reduced trips to non-
essential stores and other public places since the 
Coronavirus outbreak?”
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When segmenting our insights by industry, 
we found that professionals in sales, media & 
marketing, IT & telecoms, manufacturing & 
utilities and HR are taking public health 
guidelines the most seriously, with an 
average of 42% having fully eliminated their 
non-essential trips. In comparison, the 
industry professions least likely to eliminate 
trips were respondents in the legal, arts & 
culture and architecture/building/engineering 
professions, where they are 56% less likely 
to eliminate non-essential trips than those 
mentioned above.

Our insights also showed a correlation 
between higher earning individuals and the 
reduced likelihood of eliminating their non-
essential trips as a result of the Coronavirus 
outbreak.

By city, residents of Liverpool (45%), 
Plymouth (44%), Glasgow (42%) and 
Southhampton (42%) are most likely to fully 
eliminate their non-essential trips to stores 
and other public places. Respondents least 
likely to are those in Cardiff (28%) and 
Nottingham (29%).

Reduction of non-essential trips: 
Response by industry: Fully Eliminated

Reduction of non-essential trips: 
Response by household income: Fully Eliminated
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Looking at a variety of different service-
based businesses, we discovered how 
clients want to be supported during Covid-
19. Younger demographics below refers to 
GenZ, Millennial and GenX respondents.

• Company IT support: 67% of survey 
respondents would typically use this 
service. 62% of customers want remote 
service either phone or video during 
Covid-19. Amongst the younger 
demographics, 29% want video service
and 51% want phone service.

• TV and internet providers: 83% of 
survey respondents said they are users of 
these services. 66% said they want 
either phone or video service during 
Covi-19. Amongst the younger 
demographics, 20% want video service
and 59% want service by phone.

• Utility providers: 82% of survey 
respondents considered themselves to be 
users of these services. 66% of 
customers want either phone or video 
service during Covid-19. Amongst the 
younger demographics 14% of 
customers want video service and 59% 
want service by phone.

• Insurance companies: 79% of survey 
respondents considered themselves to be 
users of these services. 62% of 
customers want phone or video service 
during Covid-19. Amongst the younger 
demographics, 17% of customers want 
video service and 49% want service by 
phone.

• Financial accountants/tax advisors: 72%
of survey respondents considered 
themselves to be users of these services. 
58% of customers want either phone or 
video support. Amongst the younger 
demographics, 25% want video service
and 45% want service by phone.

Typical customers of different service providers

Average requirement for either phone and video 
service across all service business types

All demographics by phone or video service 
interest during Covid-19

Younger generations (GenZ, Millennial and GenX) 
phone and video service interest
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How service providers 
should support their 
customers during Covid-19



During Covid-19, across all types of service 
providers, an average of 62% of their typical 
customers want virtual service by phone or 
video. 

More than half (54%) of Millennial, GenZ and 
GenX demographics want remote service by 
phone and a fifth (21%) want service by 
video. These younger generations are twice 
as likely to want video service than Baby 
Boomers (where only 12% of the age group 
want video service). Both demographics are 
equally likely to want service by phone.

With the world becoming increasingly more 
digital, leading to this greater interest in 
video service from the younger 
demographics, it is highly likely that this 
interest in virtual service from services and 
utility providers extends beyond the Covid-
19 outbreak. 

With customers becoming increasingly fickle 
and more likely to switch service and utility 
providers, these insights suggest that 
organisations could have a currently 
untapped opportunity to build relationships 
that acquire and retain customers by offering 
more tailored human services online.

Our insights indicate that at this important 
time, service and utility providers should be 
looking to offer virtual service to their 
customers to strengthen relationships. Doing 
so will enable them to understand the 
opportunity for virtual service within their 
business. 

As such, the Coronavirus could become a 
catalyst for regular online yet personalised
human interactions within the service and 
utilities industry. 

At Qudini, we offer Appointment Scheduling 
software and Event Management software 
that will enable any service-oriented business 
to offer virtual one-to-one services and online 
events that their customers can easily book.

Covid-19 could be a catalyst for a new future where 
service is more frequently accessed online
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Outside and within the Coronavirus outbreak 
we’ve been helping leading organisations, 
retailers and banks to deliver pioneering 
omni-channel strategies to offer service to 
their customers online. Our clients include 
the NHS, Samsung, Tesco, NatWest and
L’Occitane, amongst others.



Qudini enables organisations to offer tailored 
virtual service over telephone or video with:

That will enable your customers to seamlessly schedule 
appointments from any channel, to receive reminders and 
to connect with your advisors by phone or video.

We power leading global brands

We can set-up any organisation within a day 
with our out-of-the-box software

And additional capabilities for:

Virtual Queue Management: To enable customers to join a 
virtual queue for the next advisor and to receive queue position 
and wait time updates before its their turn to connect by phone 
or video.

Online Event Management: To enable customers to discover and 
register for your online events and to receive reminders in 
advance.

Task Management Software: To enable your head office to stay 
in touch with brand representatives across multiple locations by 
sending tasks, resources and motivational messages.

Appointment Scheduling Software
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Thank you for reading
We hope you found this report useful for 
navigating the year ahead.

This report provides an overview across 
several industries within a sector.

We are also creating tailored insights 
reports specific to the following industries:

• TV and internet providers.
• Utility providers.
• Insurance companies.
• Financial accountants and tax advisors.
• Workplace IT support services.

We also have sector reports for: 

• Retail and Retail Banking
• Healthcare organisations
• Government offices
• Education providers
• Fitness providers

These are available by contacting 
info@qudini.com.

During Q2 of 2020 we will also be 
presenting these insights in a series of 
webinars found on our Resources section 
on www.qudini.com.
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